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Fly fishing is complex and costly with too much cumbersome gear, right? Well, tenkara’s
different. Long overlooked in the West, tenkara is economical and simple, productive, and
pleasurable This Eastern approach is today taking the fly-fishing world in North America and
Europe by storm. Its tool kit is simple: a long, collapsible rod; a length of line tied to the end of the
rod; and a fly. Withoug a reel, casting techniques become easy and intuitive. The gear is
inexpensive and easily portable, perfect for hiking and camping. This pioneering book is an ideal
guide to tenkara, covering the essentials of gear and rigging, the roots of tenkara, fishing dry
flies as well as subsurface fishing and casting--as well as tenkara backpacking and tenkara for
women. Tenkara has been the subject of features in Field & Stream, American Angler, and Fly,
Rod & Reel magazines, and has been endorsed by the likes of Patagonia CEO and
environmentalist Yvon Chouinard. Major retail outlets are now selling tenkara rods.  

From the Back CoverFly fishing, that most contemplative of sports, can be complex and costly.
And yet it doesn’t have to be. Not with tenkara. This Eastern approach to fly fishing has no
cumbersome gear. The line is hitched directly to the end of a long collapsible rod, and without
a reel casting becomes easy and intuitive. The gear is not only inexpensive but also highly
portable, perfect for hiking and camping. Long overlooked in the West, tenkara is taking the
West by storm.Beginning and seasoned anglers will find the information needed to make the
transition from Western to tenkara fishing: the essentials of gear and rigging, fishing dry lines,
subsurface fishing and casting, knots, tenkara backpacking, and tenkara for women. Regardless
of your skill level, it’s the simplicity that’s going to win you over. Tenkara has everything you love
about fly fishing, but with a liberating minimalism. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorKevin C. Kelleher, MD, is a family physician, an
adjunct professor of medicine, the author of a monthly medical advice column, and an award-
winning painter. He is also a backpacker, canoeist, and tenkara devotee. Misako Ishimura, a top
international fly-fishing competitor, was the charter director of the International Women Fly
Fishers and the founder of World Fly Fishing of Japan. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The
Tenkara RodModern tenkara rods are technological wonders. Carbon-reinforced polymers have
revolutionized tenkara. These rods are amazingly light, have a high strength-to-weight ratio, and
have a telescoping package that allows for compact storage. Modern tenkara rods typically
weigh two to four ounces, and are generally nine to fifteen feet long, with as many as eleven
sections. The handle or grip contains the telescoping sections, allowing for easy transport. The
remarkable collapsed package is only fourteen to twenty-four inches long, perfect for carry-on
luggage or an ultralight backpack.There are a surprising number of telescoping rods in Japan,



each aimed at a specific type of fishing. However, a tenkara rod by definition has a grip, and its
length is effectively limited to fifteen feet or less. The grip and length limitation are necessary to
provide a light, balanced rod, which is comfortable for the repeated casting needed for all day fly
presentation. Great care is taken to properly balance a tenkara rod.Since tenkara rods have no
reels, the line is attached at the tip. This may remind you of a cane pole, and, in many ways, a
tenkara rod does reflect the cane pole’s simplicity. The grace and delicate presentation of the
tenkara rod, however, supplied by its smooth application of power, far exceeds the cane pole or
its poor cousins, the crappie pole and loop rod. The hollow, refined carbon modular components
allow a transfer of force through the rod’s long lever arm, resulting in an almost effortless turning
over of the line and fly. The rod actually becomes part of the flexing compound curve that turns
over the line. Its tip, in the range of three hundredths of an inch (0.03"), is so flexible it becomes
part of the cast. Indeed I have often said that the tenkara rod simply “launches a leader,” rather
than a line.Tenkara rods are rated by a ratio based on the number of stiff to supple sections. For
instance, a 6:4 rod has six stiffer sections combined with four more flexible ones: the larger the
ratio, the stiffer, or “faster,” the rod. When you “shake test” a tenkara rod, this ratio will predict the
point of maximum flex. But keep in mind that the tenkara rod, particularly because of its length, is
slower than traditional fly rods. This makes it ideal for short and delicate presentations.A
standardized method of describing a fly rod’s action in its entirety has not yet been devised. The
“Common Cents System” [1] is perhaps the most useful. When you choose your rod, remember
that tenkara rods do not describe the same kind of compound curve as do fly rods. The so-
called “action angle” is of little use in describing their speed. More useful, the ERN values
(Effective Rod Number) that correspond to the weight of line in the western system roughly
correlate with the “stiffness” of the tenkara rod. Measurements of a sampling of tenkara rods
correspond with western rods, from a one-weight all the way to a six-weight rod. I prefer rods at
the softer (lower) end for their ease in casting. A stiffer (higher) rod has the ability to manage
larger fish but tends to need a bit more muscle in casting. For now, test casting a tenkara rod is
the best way to match your particular sensibilities and style.One particularly ingenious
innovation of the modern tenkara rod is in its telescoping grip storage. This compact storage
makes for one of the smallest packages in fishing even while creating one of the longest
reaches. With a simple unscrewing of the butt cap, all the pieces can be removed for cleaning
and easily and inexpensively replaced if damaged. When extending or collapsing your tenkara
rod, be sure to push and pull in-line with the long axis; most damage occurs when collapsing the
rod. Make sure the sections are snug, ensuring a smooth action, but don’t over tighten. Cleaning
your rod from time to time with a soft cloth and drying it after a day on the stream is always a
good idea, and can make for a nice, mindful conclusion to a fishing excursion. Gear readiness
also makes your next spontaneous outing more likely. Lightly waxing the joining sections can aid
the fit, making telescoping in freezing weather easier.[1] Hanneman, William, http://
www.common-cents.info/.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Read more
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p.f.arnold, “More than just a primer. I am a long-time fly fisher who has taken up tenkara fly
fishing as a result of reading this excellent book. I found no filler in the book, and I suspect that
the reader who did find it was referring to material which lay outside his or her personal range of
interests.The book is artfully written and is (as far as I can tell) technically accurate. It is also fair,
inasmuch as both the joys and the limitations of tenkara are spelled out; although enthusiastic
about tenkara, the author is neither cheerleader nor salesman.I'm delighted with the illustrations.
They have the spare suggestive style of much Asian art, and after all the book is about
Japanese fly fishing. As for the lack of color pictures, they not only would have added little, they
would have increased the cost of the book; you pay for what you get.I strongly recommend the
book both to people new to fly fishing and to those who are already accomplished fly fishers.”

G. Yun, “Great introduction to tenkara. A marvelous introduction into the world of Tenkara fly
fishing. The best part of fly fishing is the learning of stream craft and feeling a part of one's
surroundings. Futsing around with gear has always been a distraction whether it was a damaged
rod guide, a squeaky reel, or just too many jangling pieces of equipment hanging from the
fishing vest. The author does a great job communicating how tenkara's approach minimizes the
distractions while allowing the fisher to be more in touch with the surroundings. This sounds very
"spacey" but really if you're not fooling around with gear you're probably spending more time
actually fishing, and it's clear that tenkara maximizes your fishing time. After reading the book
and watching online videos and reading blogs, I'm incredibly curious if not already hooked. This
is a really great book on a wonderful style of fishing.”

Ortodontic, “Tenkara is the easiest way to fish.. I am a beginner in tenkara, but I found this sport
as a way of life. Books like this one, makes it essy, simple.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A good book on Tenkara fishing. I found this book to be an excellent primer
for Tenkara. It also exposed me to many interesting ideas as I progress in my tenkara
experiences. I highly recommend this book for beginning tenkara fishermen and for those who
already have had experience with this fascinating method of angling.”

Ebook Tops shopper, “I highly recommend this book for anyone interested in simple fly fishing!.
This book is well written and easy to understand. I have an interest in learning this form of fly
fishing and from what I have read already, I won’t need read any other books. Very good!”

Johnny Venture, “Very interesting book. Great basic information on tenkara fly fishing. A good
primer for beginners and the only tenkara book in English. I would have given it 5 stars if there
would have been pictures vs. drawings. Other than that, a good book for anyone who wants to
know more about this interesting and basic fly fishing method. Looking forward to seeing more



"advanced" books on this technique in the future.”

Ed, “Very concise and direct instruction on Tenkara Flyfishing. The book gives you a brief history
of the development of Tenkara Flyfishing. It compares this technique to Western Flyfishing and
shows you the advantages in small stream fishing for small and medium size fish; from sunfish to
trout and smallmouth bass. It further gives you a step by step instruction on how to set up the
gear and how to use it effectively. It is very easy to follow.”

Just Me, “A good book. I found this book to my liking as it seemed to have a calm peaceful
approach to Tenkara, rather than trying to sell me something.I'm one of those people who likes
to digest information first, then form my own opinion, rather than be brainwashed to believing
what a book tells me is the only way, even if i get it wrong..If you want to know about Tenkara you
should buy this book..”

Ralfino, “Basic but accessible. Useful little book for the beginner in Tenkara fishing, such as me.
Very much a colloquially style of writing which draws the reader in, but, as others have noted, the
illustrations are somewhat...lacking! Nevertheless a cheap source and since its available on
Kindle you can even take it fishing with you on your phone :-)”

Paddyswood, “Stylish treatise on Tenkara fishing. Written by a medical doctor and a passionate
Tenkara fisherman, this stylish and authoritative book is well researched and thoughtfully
illustrated with pencil sketches. A great introduction to the philosophy and the techniques.”

Gregory, “Worth reading. I am just a Tenkara novice but I found this book very helpful, although
you need to bear in mind that it is written from an American point of view.”

The book by Kevin C Kelleher MD MD has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 173 people have provided
feedback.
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